
Bird Man! 

By Colin Quinn 

Errr, err, err. It was routine by now - five classes, five fire drills. The 

students gazed around the room as usual and began to stand up. I snatched the 

ever-important attendance book in case anyone was eft behind in the vicious 

flames. I led the way quietly. Take a right out the door of room 2013 and then a 

quick left to the exit and continue out to the sidewalk. Another flawless drill. No 

problems. My large AP class sat back in their seats and chatted quietly about 

nothing in particular. 

The AP class was my only class that used both adjoining classrooms, so the 

room was enormous. Far in the back of the huge double-room, a low buzz of 

talking transformed into a violent roar, mixed with cscreams and the thunder of 

the movement of chairs and desks. The roar pulsated toward me in the front. I 

peered through the wave of children diving and dodging under their desks with 

concern. My first reaction was anger. Why are they so loud? Why are they 

flopping under their desks? Are they screwing around? 

Then, I made eye contact with stranger who I would be very close with in a 

matter of minutes. This flying avenger, who started a wave that would top even 



the best stadium crowd, was heading straight at my head. I dove behind the 

teacher counter. As I puzzled together the situation, my emotions turned from 

confused and angry to laughter. During all these repetitive fire drills, the outside 

doors had been left open and since my large room was close to the main entrance 

of the school, a guest had flown right in. This tiny brown guest was not an avenger 

at all; he was a terrified little brown bird. I’m sure right about now, he was very 

much regretting his intrusion into Wilkinson Middle School. He had flown three 

laps: back to front, back to front, and back to front again.  

Then, he realized there was an escape route. The door to my classroom was 

open and that seemed to be the only choice for him. He’ll fly out of the room and 

then be someone else’s problem, I thought to myself. He dove from ceiling level 

to door level and glided toward freedom.  

By now, some students were scrunching underneath tables together 

screaming and chuckling, while others were waving their hands in front of their 

faces and wincing against the wall, but a few were getting braver. They realized 

that they were not the ones in the most danger. The bird had many more reasons 

to be scared.  


